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New Catalogue Layout
Following customer feedback and to make it easier to find what you’re
looking for, we have changed the layout of our catalogue this year. You will now be able to find products
according to the parameter you want to measure e.g. chlorine, nitrate in one of the four sections above. If
you cannot find the product you want the first time then you can refer to our comprehensive aphabetical
and part number index’s at the back of the catalogue.
Multiparameter
Instruments & Kits

Single Parameter
Instruments & Kits A-Z

On-Line
Monitors/Analysers A-Z

Laboratory &
Support Equipment A-Z

Camlab Choice
Our commitment to you is to continually source and supply
high-quality, good value products to meet your individual needs.
As well as the major brands you will also find our own branded
products with additional unique features approved by our own
technical engineers. Other alternative brands are also available to
suit your specific technical or budget requirements. Look for the
latest additions to our Camlab range.

Our own service team
Camlab is a well known, Cambridge based company with over
55 years experience of providing instrument service and calibration
to the industrial, laboratory and water sectors in the UK. Our field
based and workshop engineers are factory trained or are the
approved agents for many of these well known brands. We can
provide you with installation, preventative maintenance, calibration
certification and emergency repairs when required. If you wish to
take advantage of these services at competitive rates then contact
us on 01954 233130 or email us at service@camlab.co.uk to obtain
a quotation and further information.

Installation and Calibration
Are you ordering a large item that you would like professionally commissioned? Do you need IQ/OQ/PQ
certification? If so then Camlab has the expertise and engineers to arrange this for you. We can dispose
of your old equipment in compliance with WEEE regulations. We can calibrate and certify most equipment to traceable standards at any time or as part of the initial purchase according to your needs.

People are the difference
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At Camlab we understand the importance of good service and personal contact
when working with our customers to achieve good value solutions. Our experienced
field based Technical Sales and Technical Support Specialists will provide you with
the right product choices and service options, whilst our dedicated Customer Sales
Team is specifically trained to deal with all aspects of your order quickly and efficiently. After the sale we will continue to look after you and ensure that your satisfaction
level remains high.
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Lifetime Support and Warranty
We test all new products, inspect all deliveries and record the serial
numbers of all instruments sold by Camlab. This allows us to ensure
that you are receiving high quality goods and we will inform you of any
upgrades, software changes, product recalls warranty renewals or
calibration requirements. Extended warranties are available on request.

